BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
STUDY SESSION AGENDA
Wednesday, July 8, 2020 | 9:00 a.m.

1. General Discussion.
2. Receive July planning report from Teresa Reeves.
3. Janet McRae will discuss Economic Development June report, Pulse Surveys, Ady
Rapid Response report and Strategic plan acceptance.
4. Discuss/updates concerning Coronavirus Relief Fund (CRF) in Miami County.
5. Discuss 2021 Annual Budget.

Memo
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

Shane Krull, county administrator, and
Miami County Commissioners

Janet McRae, director of economic development
July 1, 2020

Janet McRae

Economic Development
Director

June Monthly Report

At the commissioners’ request, a monthly report has been compiled to provide an overview of the
department’s activities in relationship to the adopted strategic plan.

June Monthly Report
The attached monthly report provides a summary of the department’s activities.

Pulse Surveys
The first round of surveys was completed in late June. About 100 businesses registered with about
65 participating. Results are being calculated and should be available within the next week. In the
meantime, staff is doing additional promotion of the survey process with hopes of increasing the
registrations and participation.
Ady Rapid Response Report

Ady Advantage provided a copy of their Rapid Response report June 15. It includes some new
data from what was compiled during the strategic plan. The most interesting part is likely pages
17-26. That section focuses on the county’s risk assessment based on industry and job types. It
shows that the county has a relatively low vulnerability for loss – but that is based on jobs here.
It doesn’t really factor in the economic climate impact caused by workers who live here but work
elsewhere. Page 26 includes the vulnerability factor for neighboring counties.
Strategic Plan Acceptance

For the past year, the county commissioners have been working with Ady Advantage and almost
100 community stakeholders to draft a county-wide economic development strategic plan. The
draft plan presented May 6 provides a road map for future actions. During their May 20 meeting,
commissioners delayed acting on accepting the plan, instead requesting input from the cities
first. As a result, Louisburg, Paola, Spring Hill and Osawatomie city councils have all
unanimously adopted a resolution of support for the plan. Fontana’s City Council discussed the
plan but did not adopt a formal resolution.
Input and direction from the commissioners has been requested. An attached copy includes the
implementation tasks and a proposed reporting structure. The far right column includes an update
on the task. It is suggested that this format be provided on a quarterly basis. Input is needed
regarding the report’s structure. The monthly report would be revised to a format similar to what
is currently used.
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As comparisons are made, it might be a good time to verify the county’s list of peers. That list
currently includes:
Missouri
Cass
Clay
Lawrence
Livingston
Kansas
Butler
Douglas
Finney
Franklin
Harvey
Johnson
Leavenworth
Lyon
McPherson
Riley
Saline
Sumner
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Monthly Highlights
June 30, 2020

Economic Development
Tier One Strategic Action Items
Relationship Building
Build relationships between community leaders representing Miami County’s economic interests
on a regional, state and national level
• Staff participated in census webinars hosted by the state and MARC. Field operations
are resuming.
• Staff participated in various virtual meetings with KCADC, KEDA, KansasWorks and
MARC. Staff met in person with some of the school superintendents.
• The cities of Paola, Louisburg and Spring Hill have all adopted unanimous resolutions of
support for adopting the economic development strategic plan. Fontana City Council
discussed the plan but did not take action.
• A considerable amount of time has been spent reaching out to contacts regarding the
CARES funding and its potential uses.

New Business Identification and Recruitment
Assist communities with their business recruitment efforts
• Staff participated in meetings with the cities and prospects.
• KDOC finalized their certification of the Paola Business Park as being ready for
development.
•
Staff is updating the retail market, housing, school district and quality of life guides.
•
Information about the SizeUp tool offered by Evergy has been promoted via the chamber
directors and social media. It has also been added to the county’s website.

Existing Business Retention and Expansion
Assist communities with their business retention efforts
• Staff met with businesses to review incentive programs and verify their eligibility for
assistance.
• Staff continues to push information out regarding programs and funding resources
utilizing local partners, the county’s website and social media.
• Information about PPE has been provided to businesses multiple times. An online portal
to place orders was created for the EOC.
• Staff is working with the local libraries to better identify their resources and integrate their
promotion onto the county’s web page.
• Staff worked with Ady Advantage to implement the Pulse survey. Input was provided
regarding the questions and respondents were recruited.
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Workforce Training and Education
Monitor workforce trends while identifying opportunities and resources for training
• An asset map was created of regional workforce initiatives hosted by MARC and the
Kauffman Foundation. The information was shared with the local school districts and will
continue to be expanded. It will be integrated into ongoing website revisions.
• A July meeting is planned with KansasWorks to review their potential role in tasks
outlined in the strategic plan.
• Staff is working with the libraries, school districts, NetWork Kansas and the
E-Communities team to secure funding for local representatives to attend makerspace
training this fall.

Housing
Aid communities utilizing economic development tools to revitalize existing neighborhoods and
develop new housing stock
• No new activities were undertaken.

Tier Two Strategic Action Items
Tourism
Promote Miami County’s successes and tourism opportunities
• Staff met with the local chamber directors and is researching options for the 2021
visitor’s guide. The guide will likely be more compact, and articles will need major
revisions. Possible contract writers are being researched.
• Visitor guides were stocked at local outlets to capture increased visitors at outside
venues.

Economic Data Collection and Resources
Gather and maintain economic data providing crucial information to businesses considering an
expansion or new location, including a retail and commercial analysis to assist with identifying
potential opportunities
• Miami County was the first county of its size or larger to reach the same level of Census
responses as had been obtained in 2010. While posts continue to be shared with
partners and posted online, activity in this area has been decreased.

Infrastructure
Aid communities facing infrastructure challenges that limit economic development opportunities,
including utilities and transportation networks
• No new activities were undertaken.
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Project Summary
Lead Source
June 30, 2020 Year to Year
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Lead Source
The Kansas Department of Commerce and Kansas City Area Development Council are the
primary outside sources of leads. The Other category includes real estate agents, news articles,
etc.

Potential Location
June 30, 2020 Year to Year
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Potential Location
Some projects have a natural fit based on the requested site or building. Others are designated
by the prospect. For community specific projects, staff works with that prospective business until
all options have been pursued; other options within the county are then considered. Prior to
2019, projects designated as “County” are ones without a location preference or ones preferring
a location within the unincorporated area.
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Project Type
June 30, 2020 Year to Year
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Project Type
Projects generally fit into four categories: services, retail, manufacturing and distribution. The
“Other” category includes nonprofit and similar projects.

Reason for
Elmination
June 30,
2020

Lack of Existing
Building, 8, 14%

Lack of Defined Site,
6, 11%

Still Pending, 19,
34%

Lack of Site or Building,
6, 11%
Business Opened, 5,
9%

Proximity to Market,
9, 16%

Lack of Financing, 3,
5%

Reason for Elimination
Based on a project’s requirements the region may not have a suitable match. Completed
projects are ones that selected a location within the county and opened operations. Projects that
are still pending have not concluded their search.
2019 Comparison:
Lack of
Existing
Prepared Building
Proximity
Business
Still
Building
Site
or Site
Financing to Market
Opened
Pending
8, 10%
6, 8%
4, 5%
9, 11%
13, 16%
18, 23%
21, 27%
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Project Leads
Project
#

Date

Lead
Source

Status

Area

Business
Type

200601

6/4/2020

Local

Still
Pending

County

Service

200602

6/5/2020

Local

Still
Pending

County

Retail

200603

6/9/2020

Local

Still
Pending

Unincorporated

Retail

200604

6/11/2020

Local

Still
Pending

Unincorporated

Retail

200605

6/17/2020

Local

Still
Pending

County

Service

200606

6/17/2020

KCADC

Lack of
Defined
Site

No Match

Manufacturing

Existing
Building

Build to Suit

A prospect is
looking for 40
acres zoned
industrial with
significant utility
demands for an
operation new to
Kansas.

Request
The existing
business has
purchased
another firm
and is
evaluating
locations for a
combined
facility.
An existing
business is
evaluating a
new market for
potential sales.
A firm is
considering a
location within
the county for a
new facility.
A firm is
considering a
location within
the county for a
new facility.
The existing
business is
looking for ways
to broaden their
operations.

Action Taken

Information
regarding access to
utilities, regulatory
provisions and
possible sites was
provided.
Information was
provided regarding
state and local
regulatory issues
and marketing.
County staff
conducted a
predevelopment
meeting to review
plans.
County staff
conducted a
predevelopment
meeting to review
plans.
Marketing and
regulatory
assistance was
provided to the
client.

Information is
pending
regarding
potential sites.

This project is
closed.
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Project
#

Project
Crane

Project
Valley

200607

Property
request

Date

6/18/2020

6/22/2020

6/24/2020

6/30/2020

Lead
Source

KDOC

Manufacturing

Existing
Building
The building
must have an
operational 50
ton crane in
place.
75 to 100k
building with
nearby access to
a commercial
airport for
research and
development.

County

Distribution

5k-20k sq. ft.with
outside storage

No Match

Distribution

Status

Area

Lack of
Existing
Building

No Match

KDOC

Lack of
Site or
Building

KDOC

Still
Pending

KDOC

Lack of
Existing
Building

No Match

Business
Type

Manufacturing

Build to Suit

Request

Action Taken

This project is
closed
20+ acre site with
nearby access to
a commercial
airport for
research and
development.

Site must be
within 30 miles
of a city with a
population of
more than
50,000 people.
The prospect is
looking for a
location with a
drive in dock.
KDOC had a
general request
for a building
over 150k sq. ft.
No additional
information
regarding use
was provided.

This project is
closed
A potential building
was submitted for
consideration.

This project is
closed.
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DRAFT as of 7/1/2020

Alignment/Regionalism
Timeline
Ongoing
2020
2021
Share and confirm the developed vision and goals with community members and stakeholders and update them regularly on the progress of the strategic plan.
Roles and Responsibilities

Responsible Party

Share and confirm the vision and goals with city leadership and ensure there is unity and
continued buy-in from city leadership throughout the implementation of the strategic plan.

Miami County
Area Communities

Continue to engage stakeholders, including residents and business owners, to launch
the economic development strategic plan and share the countywide vision and shared
goals. Leverage local media and other channels (press releases, news articles, Miami County
and partner websites, etc.) to share the summary. Consider creating a website to track
progress publicly.

Miami County
Area Communities

Hold a public rollout of the economic development strategic plan to generate public
interest and awareness of the plan, placing emphasis on the shared vision and common
goals for all partners. This should be conducted after the roles of each partner organization are
determined, so that information about how it will be implemented can be shared as well.

Miami County
Area Communities

Hold a bi-annual or annual public input meeting to update all community members on the
status of the county-wide economic development strategic plan, share economic development
successes, and ensure continued buy-in from community members. Be open for ways in which
additional groups or individuals can support the initiative.
Continue updating the Economic Climate Report as a regional dashboard on a quarterly
basis, integrating key economic and social data points that can be leveraged to track progress
on the plan over time, as well as to monitor and ensure the activities are having the expected
impact on communities.

Ongoing

Miami County

Ongoing
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Progress Report
6/30/2020

Q2 2020

Working to secure resolutions of support. Commission action slated
for July. Future meetings will determine specific implementation
steps.

Q2 2020

Social media posts have been shared and local news stories placed.
While information has been included on the economic development
section of the website, that entire area is being revamped. That
should be complete mid-July.

Unity of city leadership
County-wide rollout completed
Participation by public from all
Future task input needed: How public do we want this roll out to be?
communities
Are we thinking a formal meeting or event? Or, media alone? Or,
Overall buy-in of the public
online virtual meeting? Or, video presentations?
Dashboard created and
maintained

Q4 2020

Miami County
Area Communities

Key Performance Indicators

2021

Q3 2020

Future task input needed: Do we start by utilizing the interlocal
government meeting? Is there interest in bringing back the elected
officials dinner? Again, are we thinking in person or virtual?

The report has been udpated as scheduled.

Roles and Responsibilities

Responsible Party

DRAFT as of 7/1/2020
Timeline
Ongoing
2020

Determine roles of each partner organization in implementation of the economic development strategic plan.
Starting with the organizations that have been involved throughout this process, hold a
work session to define the role that each organization or group will have in the support
Miami County
and implementation of the plan. Use the implementation map as a starting point, as it suggests
Relevant Partners
both those groups who are already participating in some way as well as who should lead and/or
support each tactic.
Establish Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) to ensure each of the partner
organizations are working in conjunction to implement and support the economic development
strategic plan. Outcomes might include formalized meetings, staff liaisons within board
Miami County
meetings or other operational meetings, accountability charts, designating clearly defined roles
Relevant Partners
and support expectations. Consider making the signing ceremony a highly visibly and public
event to create media impressions, showing alignment, collaboration, and a regional approach
to economic development.
Determine if there are gaps in terms of staffing or resources to successfully implement
Miami County
the plan. If there are gaps, develop a plan to address them. This might include forming
committees, fundraising, hiring additional staff, etc.
Hold regular meetings (recommending monthly or bi-monthly) to discuss the status of
the plan and specific initiatives. This will help ensure accountability, mitigate the risk of
redundant or competing efforts, and promote forward progress.

Miami County
Relevant Partners

Ongoing

2021

Group worksessions have been conducted with the chamber directors
and school superintendents. More detailed conversations with
KansasWorks and higher education are planned for July.

Q3 2020

This effort has been initiated utilizing similar policies crafted by others.
It should be completed the end of the third quarter.

Sign offs on roles
MOUs in place
Essence of the MOU
maintained

Q3 2020

This discussion will be integrated into the MOU discussion. Focus
areas already identified include marketing and multimedia support. It
will evolve as partner meetings continue.

Q3 2020

Monthly updates are provided to the county commissioners. Quarterly
meetings are conducted by the Greater Miami County Economic
Development Corporation. Monthly meetings are conducted by the ECommunity Leadership Team.

Q4 2020

Future task input needed: Should this be incorporated into the
comprehensive plan update for sites located within the
unincorporated areas? Ongoing conversations regarding projects
within the cities will continue. A more focused effort on this activity is
planned for fourth quarter 2020.

Miami County
Area Communities

Ensure planning/zoning approval framework outlines the timing and approval conditions and
process for related priorities. Determine process efficiencies for high priority projects that could
shorten approval timelines. Consider how updates to these policies will tie directly back to the
imminent update to the Comprehensive Plan, and how they can align and reinforce each other.
Work with planning/zoning authorities to implement the new framework. Leverage partnerships
with existing stakeholders to help influence the outcome, and strive to have as much
consistency in policies as possible across the communities within Miami County.

Miami County
Area Communities

Ongoing

2021

Consider developing an incentive policy that integrates the prioritized projects and lays out
specific framework for allocation and project approval based on the type of project and relative
priority. Be sure the policy addresses confidentiality, project management expectations, process
management, etc. Once more, strive to have as much consistency in the incentive policies
offered as possible across the communities within Miami County.

Miami County
Area Communities

Ongoing

2021
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Progress Report
6/30/2020

Q2 2020

Facilitate a work session that identifies the types of projects that Miami County and its
communities will prioritize. The session should identify high, medium, and low priority projects.
Consider types of jobs being created, wages, type and negative externalities of industries, etc,
and how you might incent each project, taking into account the goals and assets of each
community in the county. As part of this work session, include an education component as to
why consistency and uniformity of policies across communities in a region better position the
region to attract industry.

Ongoing

Key Performance Indicators

Clearly articulated planning
and zoning framework in
place
Expediency in zoning/planning County economic development staff is in the process of updating the
approval process
website to provide clearer links to community planning and zoning
Creation of incentives policy policies. A more focused effort on this activity is planned for 2021 and
(if applicable)
will likely coincide with the county's comprehensive plan
Consistency of
conversations.
planning/zoning, incentives
and other policies across
communities within Miami
County
The cities and county have existing incentive policies in place. A
coordinated effort will be made to make them more clearly available.
Policies regarding confidentiality and management expectations will
be included in the proposed MOU. These efforts should conclude in
2021.

Roles and Responsibilities

Responsible Party

DRAFT as of 7/1/2020
Timeline
Ongoing
2020

2021

Progress Report
6/30/2020

Key Performance Indicators

Establish a clear communication protocol for prospects and businesses.
Assemble local information for regional benefit, such as permitting/approval processes,
talent programs, BRE data, sites and buildings information, etc.
Create a communication charter that establishes expectations around external
communication, messaging, and marketing efforts. It should express how internal stakeholders
should engage with external audiences and aim to create a unified approach to messaging.
Relevant components of this should be shared with those partners that are most impactful to
the success of the implementation of the economic development strategic plan. It should also
be shared with all relevant stakeholders, such as city elected officials, city employees, etc.

Miami County

Ongoing

Q4 2020

Miami County
Relevant Partners

Strengthen relationships with your existing industry base and build relationships with its major suppliers.
Use BRE interviews or formal surveys to assess the economic resiliency and sustainability of
area businesses, as well as to identify area businesses' other operating locations, suppliers and
Miami County
end-users. Consider the creation of a BRE "after-care" initiative, that can provide support to
Area Businesses
businesses afterwards should they desire it (while ensuring company confidentiality to those
who do not). This could potentially be a team that can provide resources and assistance to
employers based on key needs.

County economic development staff is in the process of updating the
website to provide clearer links to planning and workforce documents.
It is expected for this work to be completed by fourth quarter 2020.

2021

Single location for all business
resource information
Charter in place
Essence of the charter
maintained
This is a 2021 task.

The Pulse Surveys are underway. The first round of data should be
available mid-July.

Ongoing

Evaluate Miami County's competitiveness relative to area businesses' other operating
locations on key location criteria, operating costs and conditions.

Miami County

Ongoing

Identify existing relationships that area stakeholders, businesses, and other groups already
have with these companies. Leverage these connections to establish connections and set-up
meetings to begin curating relationships.

Miami County

Ongoing

Q2 2021

Prioritize a list of clients and other major suppliers that are most to least accessible based
on the area's existing relationships. Most accessible are those that have direct connections or
relationships with area stakeholders. Those that are most accessible will be the primary targets
of strategic development.

Miami County

Ongoing

Q2 2021

Maintain and deepen partnerships with regional economic development groups and
partners, especially the Kansas City Area Development Council (KCADC). Keep KCADC in
the loop with key Miami County initiatives, so that both parties can work in a mutually beneficial
fashion as resources and partners in helping the region grow and prosper.

Miami County
KCADC
Regional/State Partners

Ongoing

Use one-on-one meetings or formal surveys to determine gaps in partnerships or other
relevant needs that can be worked on or developed to deepen the partnership. Use the CRM to
track needs and gaps.

Miami County
Relevant Partners

Ongoing

Q4 2020

Collect and track measurements on partnerships to show value in maintaining the
partnerships. To the extent possible, the measurements should focus on the value gained from
the partner's perspective. The results can then be used to create stronger messaging and
positioning of the area.

Miami County

Ongoing

Q4 2020

Q4 2020

Relationships maintained and
strengthened
Number of leads stemming
from existing business
relationships
BRE "after-care" initiative
created

The Pulse Surveys will provide some of this data. In addition, county
staff will be compiling additional data points for review during fourth
quarter of 2021.
Staff will continue to work with existing businesses to identify
suppliers and related firms that would improve their operational
efficiencies. Input gathered from the Pulse Surveys will also provide
information for this task. Greater focus will be placed on the task
during 2021.
Staff will continue to work with existing businesses to identify
suppliers and related firms that would improve their operational
efficiencies. Input gathered from the Pulse Surveys will also provide
information for this task. Greater focus will be placed on the task
during 2021.

Maintain and deepen existing partnerships to enhance and cultivate further collaboration.
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Staff continues to participate in KCADC, Kansas Department of
Commerce and Kansas Economic Development Alliance activities.
Partnerships maintained and
cultivated
Measurements identified
Future task input needed: Do we need to purchase a CRM or how
Number of partnerships
do we want this measured?
Overall satisfaction of
partners
Future task input needed: A partner survey could be created. At one
time there was talk of doing an overall county services survey. Do we
want to integrate other county services into the survey?

Roles and Responsibilities

Responsible Party

DRAFT as of 7/1/2020
Timeline
Ongoing
2020

2021

Progress Report
6/30/2020

Key Performance Indicators

Readiness
Create and maintain an inventory of all sites and buildings available, working with relevant stakeholders to ensure information is up-to-date.
Continually update sites and buildings data on sites and building database. Include labor
Miami County
Ongoing
pipeline and talent development assets to the marketing flyers for all available sites and
buildings.
Feed sites and buildings data into relevant real estate databases.
Prioritize sites and buildings based on priority projects and best business case.
Identify all potential sites and buildings that are already ready or nearly ready for
development. Include all potential sites and buildings, regardless of state of readiness.
Consider exploring funding sources to gain control of potential sites and buildings, to reduce
risk and uncertainty for prospective businesses.
Prioritize the identified sites and buildings based on state of readiness, attractiveness,
location, etc.
Match key sites and buildings with priority projects identified earlier. Consider using an
outside engineering firm to identify key site needs for development for specific targeted subsectors and key target industries.
Understand and develop the product pipeline.
Ensure there is a plan in place to gain control and prepare sites and buildings that are
not currently ready for sale. If infrastructure needs exist, proactively engage necessary
stakeholders.
Consider completing an industry trend study aimed at key target industries to determine
future needs. Use the study to frame a site feasibility study and integrate findings into digital
spec. building.
Consider the creation of a virtual spec building that can be leveraged in business attraction
outreach efforts. This will reduce the initial risk incurred by communities in comparison to a fully
developed spec building, while still providing a competitive edge in the recruitment of business.

Miami County

Miami County

Staff consistently updates information within LocationOne. An
updated schedule quarterly has been development to include a focus
Accuracy of site information
on community information.
Number of sites in databases
Frequency in data being
Staff currently assisting with maintaining information on 35 buildings
updated
and 89 building sites on LocationOne.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Miami County

Ongoing

Miami County

Q1 2021

Miami County

Ongoing

Ongoing conversations regarding buildings and sites will continue.
Opportunities in the unincorporated area will likely take place as part
of the comprehensive planning process. A more focused effort on this
activity is planned for third quarter 2020.

Q3 2020

Number of potential sites
Total product pipeline
Ongoing conversations regarding buildings and sites will continue. A
Qualitative measure of site
more focused effort on this activity is planned for fourth quarter 2020.
match with sub-sector focus

Q4 2020

This is a 2021 task.

2021

Ongoing conversations regarding buildings and sites will continue. A
more focused effort on this activity is planned for 2021.

Progress on site readiness
2021 or later Number of inquiries related to This is a 2021 or later task.
available sites
Site control plan completed
Virtual spec building created
2021 or later
This is a 2021 or later task.

Miami County
(Ady Advantage can assist)

Miami County

Identify and develop key assets needed for targeted industries.
Use submitted RFIs to determine what projects have not been won. Through secondary
research, identify potential areas where the project did land and conduct a comparative analysis
of the location relative to Miami County. Use public source databases, like the US Census
Bureau, to determine the key attributes of the area.
Identify "aspirational" projects that fit with Miami County's target industries and
prioritized projects. Determine key assets and attributes in the location that supports the
project, including labor supply, concentration of higher education, available land, readiness of
land, incentives, planning/zoning policies, etc.
Map the key assets found in both analyses and determine the county's competitiveness in
each of the assets. Use the map to determine which assets are most important in relocation
decisions relative to each target industry.
Create a gap matrix that tracks the development and progress of closing the gaps identified in
the map. Leverage the implementation map framework to create a plan that will help guide the
development.

Miami County
(Ady Advantage can assist)

Ongoing

2021

Miami County
(Ady Advantage can assist)

Ongoing

2021

Miami County
(Ady Advantage can assist)

Ongoing

2021

Miami County

Ongoing

2021
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Staff currently tracks available prospects and reports to the
commission regarding opportunties. Those reports are shared with
Number of projects identified the cities. A more focused effort on attempting to track where projects
Number of and quality of data land will be planned for 2021.
gathered from research
Assets mapped
Matrix developed
During conversations with the cities regarding sites, aspirational
Plan in place to leverage
projects may also be identified. A more focused effort on attempting
assets and address gaps
to track where projects land will be planned for 2021.
Number of gaps addressed
Relative competitiveness of The key assets maps by Ady Advantage will be integrated into the
website redesign. A more focused effort on linking the assets to target
assets
industries and sites will be made in 2021.
Staff currently tracks site readiness focused on areas of regional
signifcance. This effort will be revamped in 2021 to include the sites
identified by communities.

Roles and Responsibilities

Responsible Party

DRAFT as of 7/1/2020
Timeline
Ongoing
2020

2021

Key Performance Indicators

Progress Report
6/30/2020

Facilitate coordination between the supply and demand sides of talent and determine how to address gaps.

Catalogue current talent initiatives in the region, including those led by economic
development, workforce development, educational institutions, employers, etc. This should
capture the focus of the initiative (talent retention, development or attraction), the target
audiences, and whether the strategy is geared towards short, medium or long-term results.

Miami County
Education Institutions
Workforce Partners
Area Businesses
(Ady Advantage can assist)

Survey existing employers to determine their key talent needs, including both current and
future needs. This survey should also query their awareness of current talent initiatives in the
region and any barriers they have to recruiting, retaining and developing talent.

Miami County
Education Institutions
Workforce Partners
Area Businesses
(Ady Advantage can assist)

Hold a talent summit annually to connect the supply and demand sides of talent. This
work session should include all workforce partners, as well as employers, and should work to
identify gaps between the supply and demand sides.

Miami County
Education Institutions
Workforce Partners
Area Businesses
(Ady Advantage can assist)

Miami County
Education Institutions
Jointly develop a plan to address any gaps in talent initiatives and supply on an ongoing
Workforce Partners
basis and ensure that there are higher education resources available to fulfill employer needs.
Area Businesses
(Ady Advantage can assist)
Educate students, parents and guidance counselors on the opportunities available at companies in Miami County.

Help employers evaluate and participate in apprenticeship and internship programs.
Encourage participation in apprenticeship and internship programs and help remove barriers
that might exist for them offering these types of training opportunities.

Partner with employers to build awareness of their facilities from not only students
(potential employees) but parents and guidance counselors (the gatekeepers). Consider
holding training, fun events or contests that allow all of these audiences to learn first-hand of
the opportunities and to update any outdated perceptions they may have of what manufacturing
is like as a career choice.
Create a shared resource where employers can share the job opportunities that they
have available or anticipate in the coming 12-24 months, including a description of likely skills.
This information should be coordinated systematically and on an ongoing basis with higher
education resources to help ensure that the schools are providing students with as close a
match to required skills as possible.

Q3 2020

Full Existing talent initiatives
defined
All partners identified
Number of employer surveys
completed
Talent summit completed
Participation in talent summit
Variety in talent initiatives
(timeline, audience,
retention/recruitment, etc.)
Plan with specific action items

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

Ongoing

Miami County
Education Institutions
Workforce Partners
Area Businesses

Ongoing

Miami County
Education Institutions
Workforce Partners
Area Businesses

Ongoing

Miami County
Education Institutions
Workforce Partners
Area Businesses

Staff has met with the new KansasWorks staff members. A July
follow up meeting has been set. A summary of regional programs has
been shared with the school districts and adult education for their use.
The information will also be integrated into the website update.

Ongoing
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2021

The third round of Pulse Surveys will highlight workforce needs.

After consulting with the school districts, there is concern about
planning a formal, in-person event by year end. The school districts
would not be able to play a lead role in planning the activity. Input is
needed from KansasWorks regarding their ability to lead the effort.

Potential gaps will be identified via the Pulse Surveys and feedback
provide by KansasWorks.

Information regarding available apprenticeship programs and
internships is currently provided to employers via Miami County and
KansasWorks. County staff is working with the school districts
regarding programs managed by MARC, Kauffman and others. There
is interest from the school districts in pairing up to create an online
portal for student learning opportunities.

2021

Q4 2020

Number of employers with
apprenticeship programs
Number of students from area
schools who participate in
apprenticeship programs
Retention of graduates in the Staff is currently working with the school districts to identify
opportunities. This area will be a greater focus during 2021.
region

KansasWorks is the existing portal for current openings. The Pulse
Surveys will provide some insight into future openings. Additional
information is needed from colleges and KansasWorks regarding how
connected they are with data. Chamber directors will more fully
integrate KansasWorks into the job posting section of their websites.

Roles and Responsibilities
Support and facilitate placemaking efforts within the communities of Miami County.
Conduct community meetings that aim to understand the needs and wants of the public. The
meetings should be collaborative and engaging and should focus attendees attention around
parks, community social events, affordability, accessibility to community resources, and other
issues identified by employers as barriers to talent retention and attraction.
Establish a placemaking steering committee aimed at providing guidance, project support,
and leadership on meeting the goals and priorities around placemaking. These should be
community leaders, non-profits groups, community organizations, education groups, etc. The
committee should be no more than ten individuals. It should contain no more than two elected
officials. The committee should meet at least semi-monthly.
Seek out natural placemaking opportunities with existing businesses by having them
consider outdoor seating, bicycle parking, benches, and outdoor games.
Consider doing placemaking audits in other communities outside of Miami County.
Focus on those elements related to quality of place and identify specific amenities in those
communities. Reach out to community officials to understand best practices and processes to
develop those elements within Miami County.
Determine the feasibility of developing new quality of life amenities within Miami County.
Using data from this plan and past resident surveys, determine which quality of life
assets Miami County wants to focus on enhancing over the next few years, such as
restaurants, entertainment, parks, etc.

Responsible Party

DRAFT as of 7/1/2020
Timeline
Ongoing
2020

2021

Area Communities
Miami County
Community Groups

Ongoing

Q1 2021

Area Communities
Miami County
Community Groups

Ongoing

Q2 2021

Area Communities
Area Businesses
Miami County
Community Groups

Ongoing

Miami County
Area Communities
Community Groups

2021 or later

Miami County
Area Communities
Ongoing
Community Groups
Miami County
Using input from key stakeholders, determine what barriers/challenges might exist to
Area Communities
Ongoing
further development of those prioritized enhancements.
Community Groups
Miami County
Develop a plan to address these challenges. This might include zoning changes, incentive
Area Communities
Ongoing
options, partnership creation, etc.
Community Groups
Work with the communities and other partners to identify and define current housing stock, as well as determine future housing needs.
Collaborate with the communities and/or county to map the existing housing stock for
Miami County
communities. Determine single family housing, multi-family housing, and housing tier within
Area Communities
each group. (e.g. workforce housing, executive housing, etc.). Pull housing permits to identify
historical growth trends.
Work with partners to establish a housing taskforce that can advocate and plan for the
Miami County
housing needs within Miami County. The task force should be mix of representatives from
Area Communities
developers, real estate firms, title companies, city/county divisions, community groups,
employers, etc.
Miami County
Source and select an outside vendor to complete a housing needs assessment, if
Area Communities
necessary.
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Q1 2021

Q1 2021

Q1 2021

Key Performance Indicators

Progress Report
6/30/2020
While this this is a 2021 task, elements of this may take place during
the county's comprehensive planning process and during city planning
meetings.

Placemaking steering
committee established
Diversity of committee
members
Diversity of attendees

The formation of the committee would be a 2021 task. In the
meantime, staff will continue working with the cities to identify
placemaking opportuntiies.

Staff will continue working with the cities to identify placemaking
opportunties as businesses evaluate their operations.

This is a 2021 or later task.

Staff will continue working with the cities to identify placemaking
opportunties as businesses evaluate their operations. A greater focus
New developments in
will be placed on this task in 2021.
downtown and redevelopment Staff will continue working with the cities to identify placemaking
areas
opportunties as businesses evaluate their operations. A greater focus
Ease of planning/zoning
will be placed on this task in 2021.
processes for developers
Staff will continue working with the cities to identify other partners on
these efforts. A greater focus will be placed on this task in 2021.

Overall taskforce satisfaction
Staff is working to identify potential sources of data for this 2021 task.
and engagement (e.g.
attendance at events,
meetings, subcommittees,
etc.)
Q1 2021 or late Housing data gathered and This is a 2021 or later task.
analyzed
Resident satisfaction of
housing
2021 or later
This is a 2021 or later task.
Q1 2021

DRAFT as of 7/1/2020
Timeline
Roles and Responsibilities
Responsible Party
Key Performance Indicators
Ongoing
2020
2021
Identify and define current resources available for start-ups, starting with those already identified in the E-Community application process, and address any gaps.
Catalogue and map existing innovation and entrepreneurship resources, including those
already identified in the E-Community application process, as well as those provided by the
Small Business Administration (SBA), NetWork Kansas, KansasWorks, non-profits, community
Miami County
Completed catalogue of
organizations, regional partners (Kansas Procurement Technical Assistance Center, Heartland
Q4 2020
(Ady Advantage can assist)
entrepreneurial
resources
Business Capital, Enterprise Center of Johnson County, etc.), educational groups, angel
Innovation
questions
investors, existing businesses, area financial institutions, etc. Make sure this information is
integrated into BRE visits
easily accessible and up-to-date.
Diversity of taskforce
Establish an innovation task force of relevant stakeholders. The make-up should focus on
members
existing entrepreneurs, businesses, financial institutions, professionals, community
Miami County
Q1 2021 or late Number of gaps identified
philanthropists, etc. The group can help drive initiatives and help to create culture. New and
Relevant Partners
Overall taskforce satisfaction
existing entrepreneurs can also use the group as an advisory board.
and engagement (e.g.
attendance at events,
Integrate an innovation focus into your existing BRE interviews. Questions related to
Miami County
Ongoing
meetings,
subcommittees,
automation and innovation should be added to capture projects, successes, and trends.
etc.)
Conduct a benchmark analysis of other communities with successful entrepreneurship and
Miami County
2021 or later
innovation ecosystems labs across the country. Use primary research to determine
(Ady Advantage can assist)
programming, sustainability structures, staffing, etc.
Cultivate the innovation economy within Miami County.
Encourage greater collaboration among entrepreneurship and innovation partners. Host
regular meetings with the innovation task created in the previous step, and work to identify ways
to build upon the existing entrepreneurship and innovation assets.

Miami County
Relevant Partners

Ongoing

Promote Miami County as a region of innovation, by highlighting positive stories,
businesses, and new technologies that are being created or implemented in the region.

Miami County
Area Communities

Ongoing

Consider creating an Innovation Fund, to support technology and start-up ventures of local
businesses and strengthen the start-up ecosystem.

Miami County

Establish a mentor network for entrepreneurs. Use the innovation task force to identify
community members willing to provide time and talent to new businesses and start-ups.

Miami County

Ongoing
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2021

Progress Report
6/30/2020

Staff has worked with NetWork Kansas, KC SourceLink and the local
chamber directors to review these resources. A resource navigator
has been added to the county's page. The local chamber directors
and library directors have been encouraged to also promote this
resource. This task is considered complete.

Future task input needed: Does the E-Community leadership team
fit this need? This is a 2021 or later task.
Staff is working with Kansas Manufacturing Solutions and others to
insure that questions include links to their resources. The Pulse
Survey will also cover this area.
This is a 2021 or later task.

Members of the E-Community Leadership Team and the directors of
the chamber of commerce meet monthly. They actively seek
opportunities to engage in these activities. A greater focus will be
placed on them during 2021.
The local chamber directors have created a rotation to create stories
highlighting local businesses. These will be shared on their websites,
social media,, Miami County Republic and the county web site. The
monthly articles will begin in July.

Number of mentor
connections made
Number of mentor
connections retained
Number of
promotion/marketing
impressions (webpage visits,
stories shared, etc.)
2021 or later
This is a 2021 or later task.
Innovation Fund created and
maintained
Members of the E-Community Leadership Team could serve in this
2021
role. A greater focus will be placed on them during 2021.

Roles and Responsibilities

Responsible Party

DRAFT as of 7/1/2020
Timeline
Ongoing
2020

2021

Key Performance Indicators

Progress Report
6/30/2020

Marketing/Differentiation
Promote a unified message that communicates the positive economic and community development news in the region.
Act as a regional “Ambassador” through the use of social media channels, such as LinkedIn,
Miami County
Twitter, Instagram, etc., to communicate positive economic and community development news
Area Communities
throughout the region. Miami County can develop its own ambassadors within the county, such
Relevant Partners
as the cities and other partners who can help push out the positive news about what is
happening in the county.
Leverage the social media channels of partners to push a consistent, positive narrative
of the region. Share information and resources with partners that work towards dispelling
negative perceptions and misconceptions of the region.

Ongoing
Social media impressions
Consistency across social
media messaging

Future task input needed: What role will the new county marketing
position play? Economic development staff will continue working with
partners to develop increased continuity of messaging.

Miami County
Area Communities
Relevant Partners

Ongoing

Future task input needed: What role will the new county marketing
position play? Economic development staff will continue working with
partners to track messaging.

Miami County
KCADC
Regional/State Partners

Ongoing

These ongoing efforts will be continued.

Advocate at a state and national level for the interests of Miami County.
Maintain and cultivate relationships with regional economic development groups and
partners, especially the Kansas City Area Development Council (KCADC). Leverage these
relationships and partnerships to better position Miami County as a resource and partner in
helping the greater Kansas City metro area grow and prosper, ensuring that KCADC in the loop
with key Miami County initiatives so that they can be an advocate for the county as well.
Maintain and cultivate relationships with key decision makers within NHTSA, FCC,
Utilities, legislature, Planning Commission, DOT, and other relevant governing bodies. Develop
a list of priority decision-makers and regularly hold familiarization tours to maintain
relationships, build awareness around the county, and connect infrastructure needs and other
needs directly with the decision-makers.
Advocate for greater funding of key infrastructure that supports foundational community
elements (e.g., housing, broadband, childcare, transportation, sites and buildings) in Miami
County.
Consider participating in regional and national economic development conferences and
other professional development opportunities, such as the Mid-America Economic
Development Council (MAEDC - https://www.midamericaedc.org/) and the National Rural
Economic Developers Association (NREDA - https://www.nreda.org/), to increase expertise and
to provide greater exposure of the Miami County region.
Support the Osawatomie State Hospital, and advocate for its expanded funding and
operations in Miami County. Work with regional partners to amplify these advocacy efforts.

Miami County
Regional/State Partners

Ongoing

Miami County
Regional/State Partners

Ongoing

Miami County

Ongoing

Miami County
Relevant Partners

Ongoing
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Partnerships maintained and
cultivated
Development of priority
decision-maker list
Regional and state investment
in local key infrastructure
needs
Support for Osawatomie State
Hospital maintained
2021

Future task input needed: What role will the various departments
play in this goal? How will they be tracked?
Future task input needed: How should this be measured? County
staff will continue to provide direction regarding grant opportunities for
infrastructure development.
Most conferences have been cancelled or moved to a virtual format
for 2020. Based on current projects, it is not ancticipated that a new
conference would be explored for 2020 but could be a possibility in
2021.
Future task input needed: What role will the various departments
and elected officials play in this goal?

DRAFT as of 7/1/2020
Timeline
Progress Report
Roles and Responsibilities
Responsible Party
Key Performance Indicators
Ongoing
2020
2021
6/30/2020
Review all existing marketing tools, including website and print and digital marketing collaterals, and, as needed, revise them to ensure messaging and positioning resonates with Miami County's target audiences.
Staff is currently working to formalize the marketing look and feel for
Consider the creation of an Economic Development Brand, a county-wide economic
publications. Additional effort will need to be spent on the value
Miami County
Q4 2020
development brand that communicates the unique identify and value proposition of doing
proposition. Input gathered during the Pulse Surveys can assist with
(Ady Advantage can assist)
business in Miami County.
this effort.
Regional profile maintained
Create a Regional Profile, using the existing positioning from this report presenting the Miami
Miami County
and updated regularly
Q1 2021
This is a 2021 task.
County region. If a Miami County ED brand is developed, ensure this is communicated through
(Ady Advantage can assist)
Target industry profile(s)
the Regional Profile.
completed
Revise the Miami County website to reflect the target industries. If a Miami County ED brand
Website revised and
is developed, consider the creation of a new website altogether, devoted to economic
relaunched
Miami County
Q1 2021
This is a 2021 task.
development in Miami County. Integrate material developed for regional profile and target
Website maintain and
(Ady Advantage can assist)
industry cut sheets. Revise website to ensure easy access to regional value proposition and
updated
target industry sectors.
Audit completed
Create Target Industry Profiles, using the existing positioning from this report for each
Audit findings integrated and
Miami County
Q1 2021
This is a 2021 task.
recommended target industry that can be used with prospective companies, as well as
addressed
(Ady Advantage can assist)
economic development partners.
Review existing social media to identify existing gaps in best practice application and make
recommendations for improving social media engagement with these target audiences.

Miami County
(Ady Advantage can assist)

Future task input needed: Will a person be hired to assist with this?
This is a 2021 task.

Q1 2021

Research, plan and execute relationship marketing strategies with decision makers.

Select and configure a customer relationship management (CRM) program for use with
economic development leads and prospects. The customer relationship management program
can be used to track key metrics, such as inquires, deal flow, industry make-up of leads and
prospects, projects won and lost, etc.

Miami County

Ongoing

Q1 2021

Gather and develop a list of decision-makers in key industries. This should include site
selectors, trade association leaders, industry groups, etc. These will be cultivated from ongoing
outreach with companies locally, tradeshows, and other marketing events.

Miami County

Ongoing

Q2 2021

Miami County

Ongoing

CRM in use and maintained
Number of leads open
Number of decision-makers
Industry diversity of decisionmakers
Quality of contacts (name,
phone number, title, address,
etc.)
Regularity of contact with
decision-maker

Future task input needed: Staff is currently evaluating existing
processes. Direction is needed regarding the implementation of CRM
software. Does the existing efforts to track information suffice or does
an investment need to be made in a different software program? A
greater focus will be placed on this during 2021.

KCADC and its resources will be able to assist with this effort.
Direction is needed from the cities regarding preferred targets and
potential sites. A greater focus will be placed on this during 2021.

Identify companies for recruitment within the recommended target industries.
Use BRE interviews to identify existing industry base's value chain. Consider sales calls
to these businesses or types of businesses.
Consider developing relationships with site selectors focused within the recommended
target industries. Use targeted mail campaigns leveraging print and digital media that
showcases the area's business case. Leverage familiarization tours and other outreach events
to highlight the Miami County region.
Engage in lead generation activities, targeting subsector companies by the NAICS codes
outlined in this report. Try to identify and arrange contact with corporate executives of
companies with near-term siting projects who would consider locating in the Miami County
region.
Engage in event sponsorships and print/digital advertising with trade
associations/publications and tradeshows targeting executives within recommended target
industries.

Miami County
(Ady Advantage can assist)

Ongoing

Miami County
(Ady Advantage can assist)
Miami County
(Ady Advantage can assist)

Business retention visits have moved to a digital setting both in
person and via the Pulse Surveys.

2021

2021 or later

Ongoing
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2021

Number of leads provided
Number of leads turned to
prospects
Number of prospects turned
to projects
Industry make-up of leads,
prospects, and projects

KCADC and the Kansas Department of Commerce will be able to
assist with this effort. Direction is needed from the cities regarding
preferred targets and potential sites. A greater focus will be placed on
this during 2021.
This is a 2021 or later task.
Historically, the county has participated in the Greater Kansas City
Home Show. That did not occur this year. No other paid sponsorship
or marketing is done by the county. This is a 2021 task.

Rapid Response Data
for Miami County,
Kansas

June 8, 2020
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Miami County, Kansas
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Introduction
BACKGROUND/METHODOLOGY
Over the past year, Ady Advantage has partnered with Miami County, Kansas to develop an Economic Development Strategic Plan. This
plan includes a Target Industry Analysis, identifying industry clusters that are either already strong in the region or are growing, with a
particular emphasis on those industries that showed the great potential for further growth within Miami County. Using this analysis, the
Economic Development Strategic Plan can be implemented with a focus on each of the target industries.

Due to the recent global crisis, the COVID-19 pandemic, Ady Advantage and Miami County have partnered to create a supplemental
report that aligns with the previous Development Plan and provides rapid response data on the target industries with a goal of identifying
areas of risk and opportunity.
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Introduction
KEY DEFINITIONS
In this report, the terms “industry” and “occupation” are used frequently; it should be noted that the terms are not interchangeable. The
following definitions explain the difference and why they are both included in this report.
Industry: A group of businesses that produce similar goods and services, and share similar production processes for creating the goods
and services they sell. Industries are classified using NAICS codes. Note that in the NAICS system, what a business produces is given
less importance than the process used to create it.
• In addition, industry diversity and diversity clusters are defined and ranked from a methodology produced by C2ER (Council for
Community and Economic Research). These methods are used to quantify how jobs are distributed across industry clusters in a given
region, compared to a typical region.
Occupation: The term occupation refers to professions or careers in the workforce. In this data, occupations are differentiated from jobs,
as jobs show the available positions within a certain occupation. Occupations are defined by (Standard Occupation Classification) SOC
codes, which is used by Federal statistical agencies to classify workers in occupational categories for the purpose of data collection and
calculation. Workers are classified into an occupational code according to their occupational definition.

• Similarly, occupation diversity is a measure of how evenly distributed a given region’s workforce is compared to a typical region.
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Introduction
OBJECTIVE
This Strategic Rapid Response Platform includes five levels of analysis. We first provide a context for Miami County within the national
framework. We then assess the current situation of Miami County by assessing the risks and vulnerabilities of the counties within the
county, followed by the current job and postings trends for all industries, followed by the trends for the target industries of Miami County.
Below are the five levels of approach in further detail:
National Data Trends: An overall trends analysis of the impact and projected impact on jobs, COVID-19 deaths, and vulnerability to
provide an overview of the current and projected impact at a national level.
Diversity Risk Assessment: Diversity imbalance can lead to magnified disruptions in such cases as the COVID-19 pandemic, where
nonessential business, like certain manufacturing plants, are shut down to prevent the spread of the virus. Conversely, lower
concentrations of essential workers may indicate where demand will increase the most as essential industries adapt to the crisis.
All Industry Job Posting Trends: By looking at the state and county job posting data, we see what industries have been hit hardest, as
well as how the largest industries and occupations are faring during the COVID-19 crisis. Ady Advantaged analyzed the job postings data
on the state level, followed by the county level.
Background Target Industry Data: This analysis and report was provided to Miami County in the earlier Economic Development
Strategic Plan undertaken by Miami County with Ady Advantage. The Target Industry Data section of the report has been incorporated
into this report to introduce the target industries of Miami County and transition into a second round of job postings data research that
focuses on the target industries of Miami County.
Target Industry Job Posting Trends: Using the target industries provided by the Background Target Industry Data section, a second
round of job posting analysis was conducted to focus on these industries and give feedback to Miami County stakeholders on how some
of the primary economic drivers of the region are faring at this time.
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Introduction
PANDEMIC OF 2020 VS. PREVIOUS ECONOMIC DISRUPTIONS
Ady Advantage has worked with over 500 economic development organizations since our founding in 2003. During that time, our clients
have experienced both boom and bust economies, including the Great Recession of 2008-2009. Nevertheless, the Pandemic of 2020
presents its own unique challenges.
Compared to the Great Recession, the Pandemic of 2020:
• Has hit us with incredible speed
• Has disrupted more businesses and more employees, as measured by those temporarily unemployed
• Is truly global, impacting virtually all developed and developing countries, and thus our supply chains with them
These same characteristics, however, also give us hope that this economic disruption may be shorter-lived than previous recessions,
once medical issues of treating, testing, vaccinating, and so on are addressed.
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Introduction
THE “NEW NORMAL”
A big question is when – and if – our economy and our lives will return to “normal” and what the “new normal” may look like. At times, it
seems as if there are as many opinions on this as there are people giving opinions. At Ady Advantage, we have no doubt that there will
be lasting impacts from the changes the U.S. workforce has undergone (from furloughs and layoffs to remote working), U.S. employers
(being defined as essential or nonessential, and trying to keep work environments safe for employees), and societally (having a stark
reminder that our frontline workers are often those who themselves are most vulnerable economically, rethinking large assembly spaces
and public transportation, the physiological impact on those whose jobs and/or businesses deemed as non-essential). Watch our blogs
and newsletter for the latest data and predictions.
But for now, the main point is that the period we are currently in will not last forever. During this very unprecedented time of turbulence,
the economy, as well as the lives of businesses and people, will be disrupted and transformed. The question is, “What can we as
economic developers do now to best position our communities for what lies ahead?”

The “New Normal”
Economic
Turbulence

What’s Next

Growth
Economy
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Introduction
THE PATH FORWARD
The remainder of this document provides historical and real-time data to help provide an evidence-based approach to assisting Miami
County and its other economic development stakeholders in focusing its efforts going forward.
We welcome the opportunity to:

• Walk through this document with you
• Work with you to apply it to the intelligence you already have on your local economy
• Create solid action steps for moving forward in the short-term, immediate-term and longer-term.
A secondary goal for Ady Advantage is to learn from this example for the benefit of other Evergy communities.
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Introduction
AN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BIAS TOWARD ACTION
The question is, “What can we as economic developers do now to best position our communities for what lies ahead?”
1. In the immediate term, economic developers have been providing triage to their constituents and assessing the initial impacts.
These are important but largely reactive activities, such as :
• Business retention and expansion (BRE) interviews and surveys to assess how companies are responding, which programs
they are most interested in
• Connecting businesses with resources, including stimulus funding, unemployment programs, and related assistance, as well
as helping existing firms pivot to new markets
2. Forward-thinking economic developers are offering this support but increasingly focusing their attention on updating or creating
economic development strategic plans that are:
• Confirming or revising their overall goals for growth, diversification and resilience
• Being strategic, evidence-based in their approach
• Being opportunistic of new opportunities that this period of disruption and transformation is creating
• Being creative about the types of programs and support they should be providing in the future
• Thinking holistically and in a community-centric fashion

3. Following this phase, these economic developers will begin implementing changes that will set their communities up for future
success.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• Industry diversity is above average, and the industries with a high concentration in Miami County are those that are more likely to be
deemed an "essential service" and thus remain operating , which keeps the overall Vulnerability Index low. In theory, the high
concentration industries of Miami County are likely to be relatively safe from the crisis. While they will still likely be impacted by the
crisis in some regard, especially if a recession ensues and overall demand falls, job loss in these industries should be less than in
other more vulnerable industries. By extension, expected job loss in Miami County compared to the national average is very low,
potentially providing Miami County an opportunity to bounce back quicker from the crisis.
• Job posting efforts are average in Miami County. However, the jobs posted have very high posted salaries, indicating that companies
in the region are still active, looking to grow, and willing to pay competitive salaries to attract talent to their positions. With
unemployment postings reaching record highs, there may be a window of opportunity for Miami County to recruit talent to their
businesses that may have been previously unavailable or hard to reach. Companies that are willing to re-train and invest in their
workforce may find particular success in the recruitment and retention of the newly unemployed segment of the population.
• The most sought-after skills and qualifications are the ability to drive delivery trucks and a Commercial Driver’s License (CDL).
Distribution companies are amongst the most aggressive seekers in hiring more people. If Miami County and the greater region in
which it resides have not already done so, a partnership with an education institution that provides CDL training would be extremely
valuable to many of the top employers in the greater region.
• The second industry for most jobs posting activity is the professional services industry. While many industries have companies forced
to shut their doors, professional service industries and companies are generally the most capable of switching to remote work methods
of productivity. With a labor pool that extends into the Kansas City MSA, Miami County is ideally suited to recruit families and/or
workers who eventually remain remote workers after the crisis has ended, and may find the county to be a desirable place to live, work
remotely, and occasionally commute to downtown Kansas City.
• The third industry with the most job postings and growth is the manufacturing sector. While other industry sectors have seen a
decrease in job posting demand, within multiple sectors of manufacturing demand has actually risen. This growth is likely because
these industries have been deemed essential, allowing them to operate and continue posting for more jobs. With other industries
shutting down and laying of workers, there is potential for these growing industries to pick up some of the employment slack if they are
willing to recruit and train workers, and if those unemployed are willing to consider other career paths.
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National Trends Data
BACKGROUND/METHODOLOGY
In response to the COVID-19 crisis, many organizations have developed tools to provide real-time data and
projections of the impact that will be on had on data points such as public health, current job postings, and projected
impact on job loss due to the epidemic. Several of these national data points have been categorized here to provide
a picture of what can be expected in these uncertain times.
Job Postings by Emsi
While unemployment is commonly a lagging statistic, job posting data can be tracked in real time. Using job posting
data, change in economic growth can be displayed as one way of evaluating a state’s current job impact during the
crisis.

Outbreak Resources and Projected Deaths by Health Data
By tracking the data trends of other countries that experienced the crisis earlier, Health Data has developed
projected trends of the crisis, including the peak days of need for healthcare equipment, and projected COVID-19
cases contracted. Projections are based on full social distancing through May 2020.
Economic Vulnerability Index by Chmura Economics
To assess the negative impact that the COVID-19 crisis can have on employment, Chmura Economics developed
the Economic Vulnerability Index to create a measurement tool that estimates a region’s vulnerability based on that
region’s mix of industries. For example, accommodation and food services are projected to lose more jobs as a result
of COVI-19 (about 50%) compared to utilities and healthcare (none or little job loss expected).
An average Vulnerability Index score is 100, which represents the average job loss expected in the United States.
Higher scores indicate the degree to which job losses may be greater. For example, an index of 200 represents an
expectation that a region’s job loss will be twice as large as the national average. Conversely, a score of 50 would
represent an expected job loss of half the national average.
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National Data Trends
JOB POSTING TRENDS BY STATE
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National Data Trends
ECONOMIC VUNERABILITY BY COUNTY

2020
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National Data Trends
ECONOMIC VUNERABILITY BY MSA

2020
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Diversity Risk Assessment
BACKGROUND/METHODOLOGY
An initial risk assessment of Miami County can be made by observing the diversity of the county. This includes both occupation
and industry diversity, which helps illustrate the level of risk Miami County may be at when an unforeseen disruption occurs. In
addition, industry and occupation unemployment data is reported here to compare the current unemployment levels of each
industry and occupation against their diversity/concentration levels in Miami County.
To provide a basis for where the region stands in terms of total risk, the Economic Vulnerability score of Miami County is
provided to illustrate the overall job loss risk/projection compared to the national average.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Industry and occupation diversity are above average for Miami County, with above average
concentrations in healthcare related industries and occupations. Note: Relative to COVID-19, high
concentrations in healthcare may be more desirable due to a lower distribution of jobs in “non-essential”
industries, in theory potentially lessening the blow to jobs in Miami County. This is reflected in the
Vulnerability Index of Miami County, which is 84.37 on the 100 point national scale, indicating a lower
risk region compared to the national average in terms of total job loss.
The industry sectors with the highest unemployment rates in Miami County include the following (Data
as of October, 2019):
• Construction
• Manufacturing
• Retail Trade
• Administrative and Support and Waste Management and Remediation Services
• Health Care and Social Assistance
The occupations sectors with the highest unemployment rates in Miami County include the following
(Data as of October, 2019):
• Food Preparation and Service
• Personal Care and Service
• Sales and Related Occupations
• Office and Administrative Support Occupations
• Construction and Extraction Occupations
• Transportation and Material Moving Occupations
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Background Target Industry Data
ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS
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OPPORTUNITIES

An analysis of the existing industries in Miami
County is part of the Economic Development
Strategic Plan. It has been included here as
additional data on the existing industries to
supplement the risk assessment.
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Diversity Risk Assessment
MIAMI COUNTY INDUSTRY DIVERSIFICATION ANALYSIS

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Diversity Risk Assessment
MIAMI COUNTY INDUSTRY DIVERSIFICATION ANALYSIS

Bulk of
economy

Note: Non-function employment refers to industries that primarily serve local markets and are non
export-based industries such as retail, dentist offices and construction.
Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Diversity Risk Assessment
UNEMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY SECTOR

Source: Emsi (October
2019)
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Diversity Risk Assessment
MIAMI COUNTY OCCUPATION DIVERSIFICATION ANALYSIS

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Diversity Risk Assessment
MIAMI COUNTY OCCUPATION DIVERSIFICATION ANALYSIS

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Diversity Risk Assessment
UNEMPLOYMENT BY OCCUPATION SECTOR

Source: Emsi (October
2019)
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Diversity Risk Assessment
ECONOMIC VULNERABILITY BY COUNTY

Source: Chmura

Miami County Vulnerability:
84.37 (LOW)
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State Job Posting Trends: All
Industries
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State Job Postings Trends: All Industries
BACKGROUND/METHODOLOGY
In response to the current economic downturn due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Emsi published a Job Posting Dashboard to provide data
at the national and state level on the increase or decrease in demand in certain industries, occupations, and skills.
At the state level, up-to-date job posting statistics are available for industries at the 3-4-digit level of analysis. To grasp the current state of
all job postings in the state of Kansas, Ady Advantage looked at all job postings in all industries.
This analysis of Kansas from all industries will allow for Ady Advantage to look for trends on the state scale, as well as any differences
between the state and county level job trends when the geographic scope of the research is narrowed down.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
While the gap has been exacerbated by the current crisis, job postings have been decreasing since July of 2019, a few months before the
COVID-19 crisis had hit the United States. After a brief increase at the end of 2019, the job postings fell below numbers from the year
before.
While job posting growth has been a mix of positive and negative for many of the top industries in Kansas, some industries have
managed to have significant growth, as well as have more job postings than last year.
Most, but not all, occupation job postings are down as well. Surprisingly, some occupations like nursing have seen a decrease in job
postings, which is unexpected during the COVID-19 crisis. Occupations that are still growing are unsurprising, such as truck drivers and
stock clerks/order fillers.
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State Job Postings Trends: All Industries
KANSAS JOB POSTING TRENDS FOR ALL INDUSTRIES
Job postings in Kansas trended downward from July until December, followed by a spike until January, where they have fallen until
February. Since February, job postings have actually increased in the state. Interestingly, while job postings have been trending
downward since July, job postings spiked above the previous year’s total in January.
Overall job posting growth is displayed by the bar on top: from February to March there has been a negative 4% growth in job postings.
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State Job Postings Trends: All Industries
TOP INDUSTRIES BY TOTAL POSTINGS
• All but two of the top industries have experienced a decline
in job postings over the past month: Truck Transportation
and Nursing and Residential Care Facilities.
• Industries experiencing the worst declines are Ambulatory
Health Care Services, Insurance Carriers and Related
Activities, and Educational Services.
• Interestingly, some healthcare industries are experiencing a
decline, despite the current health crisis.
• While down over the past month, several industries are
actually seeing more job postings than the previous year:
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services. Hospitals,
Insurance Carriers and Related Activities, General
Merchandise Stores, and Nursing and Residential Care
Facilities.

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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State Job Postings Trends: All Industries
TOP OCCUPATION BY TOTAL POSTINGS
• Overall, most of the top occupations in Kansas have
experienced a decline in total job postings over the past
month. Occupations experiencing job postings growth are
Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers and Stock Clerks
and Order Fillers.
• While many occupation postings are down over the last
month, several occupations have increased in job postings
from last year: First-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales
Workers, Retail Salespersons, Insurance Sales Agents,
Customer Service Representatives, Stock Clerks and Order
Fillers, and Combined Food Preparation and Serving
Workers, Including Fast Food.
• Despite the current crisis, postings for registered nursed
have fallen significantly not only in the past month but
compared to the last year.
• Job postings for Insurance Sales Agents increased
dramatically over the past year, but also decreased
significantly over the past month.

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Miami County Job Posting Trends:
All Industries
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: All Industries
BACKGROUND/METHODOLOGY
To assess the initial state of the entire Miami County economy, Ady Advantage began with looking at the job postings for all
industries and occupations to determine where job demand is increasing and decreasing. By identifying where the demand
has lessened, we can identify workers who may be available to fill needs in other industries and occupations.
Available workers can be identified by looking for job posting intensity that is below average. The national average for job
posting intensity is 6:1 (the ratio of total job postings to unique job postings, meaning in this case that for every 6 postings
there is 1 unique job posting).
To grasp the current situation on job posting data, Ady Advantage narrowed the range of job postings to only include job
postings from January 2020 to March 2020.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
During the time period of the COVID-19 crisis, job postings that were the highest ratio commonly fell into several
categories. Job postings stayed high in industries that were essential, could be done remotely, or in health care fields,
which are now increased in demand due to the crisis.
The positions with the highest job posting rates in Miami County including the following (Data as of March 2020):
• Truck Drivers
• Flatbed Drivers
• Maintenance Mechanics
• Delivery Drivers
• Speech Language Pathologists
• Registered Nurses
The positions with the lowest job posting rates in Miami County include the following (Data as of March 2020):
• Insurance sales agents
• Customer Service Representatives
• Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) Drivers
Note: Some of the job titles with lower posting ratios still had a high number of postings, indicating that there were still a
high number of unique job postings, which may have been filled more quickly, or reposted less often.
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: All Industries
OCCUPATION BASE ANALYSIS
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Management Occupations (SOC 11)
Business and Financial Operations Occupations (SOC 13)
Computer and Mathematical Occupations (SOC 15)
Architecture and Engineering Occupations (SOC 17)
Life, Physical, and Social Science Occupations (SOC 19)
Community and Social Service Occupations (SOC 21)
Legal Occupations (SOC 23)
Education, Training, and Library Occupations (SOC 25)
Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media Occupations (SOC
Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations (SOC 29)
Healthcare Support Occupations (SOC 31)
Protective Service Occupations (SOC 33)
Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations (SOC 35)
Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance Occupations

Personal Care and Service Occupations (SOC 39)
Sales and Related Occupations (SOC 41)

Office and Administrative Support Occupations (SOC 43)
Farming,
Fishing, andIndustry
Forestry Occupations
(SOC 45)
Specific
Growth
(2014 to 2019)
Construction and Extraction Occupations (SOC 47)

35%
Installation, Maintenance,
and Repair Occupations (SOC45%
49)
2

Production Occupations (SOC 51)
Transportation and Material Moving Occupations (SOC 53)
Military-only Occupations (NAICS 55)

3

Ady Advantage conducted this analysis to
provide a context to the following
occupational and job posting data. It is
done at the Miami County level to
complement the economic base analysis
already conducted as part of the Miami
County Economic Development Strategic
Plan
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: All Industries
TOP POSTED JOB TITLES
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: All Industries
TOP INDUSTRIES
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: All Industries
TOP POSTED OCCUPATIONS
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: All Industries
WHO’S HIRING
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Background Target Industry
Data
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Background Target Industry Data
TARGET INDUSTRY PRIORITIZATION
The recommended target industries represent opportunities that are competitive for Miami County as a whole; the following section
helped to identify and prioritize target industries within the Miami County region.
In order to determine priority of recommended target industries, Ady Advantage considered a number of factors.
These included:
1) The existing industry base within the cooperative county.
2) The overall value-stream of existing industry.
3) Our qualitative on-site analysis of the cooperative county.
4) The likely potential for load growth of the target industry.
It is important to note that this analysis is based off the existing target industry analysis. This analysis is meant to serve as a way to
organize and focus efforts, but is not meant to exclude any particular area from attracting projects in particular target industries.
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Background Target Industry Data
ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS
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Target Industry Screening
RECOMMENDED TARGET INDUSTRIES
Based on the analysis, we recommended the following industries as targets for the region.
Target Industry

Subsectors of Focus
•
•
•
•

Agribusiness
•
•
•
•

Crop and Animal Production NAICS
Food and Beverage Processing Manufacturing
Select Chemical Manufacturing NAICS
Farm Machinery and Equipment Manufacturing
333111)
Food Product Machinery Manufacturing (NAICS
Refrigerated Warehousing and Storage (NAICS
Farm Product Warehousing and Storage (NAICS
Veterinary Services (NAICS 541940)

Comments
Kansas and Miami County have a strong agriculture and food processing
industry. This ecosystem presents value-added opportunities for the
region. There is opportunity capture value from raw materials already
produced within the region.
There is a unique agritourism sector already in place within Miami County,
including elements like the lakes, hunting, water sports, forestry, cider mill,
breweries, wineries and distilleries operating in the region. There are
opportunities for Miami County to continue to carve out a niche role in the
greater Kansas City market as an agritourism destination.
Miami County has a strong existing industry base in this area, and there is
projected growth in many of these subsectors. The community colleges
tech schools offer a robust talent pipeline for these industries.

Industrial
Manufacturing

•
•
•

Primary Metal Manufacturing NAICS
Select Machinery Manufacturing NAICS
Select Computer, Electronic and Appliance
NAICS

Transportation
Warehousing

•
•

Transportation NAICS
Transportation Support Activities and Warehousing
NAICS

Professional
Services

•
•

Architectural, Engineering and Design Services
Computer, Administrative and Research Services
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While all subsectors identified within this cluster offer opportunities for
County, much of these opportunities are also available to the other
communities within the greater Kansas City metro area and Miami County
be competing for companies with them. Focus should be on those
particular that support a broader agribusiness industry, as this is an
which Miami County excels and can differentiate itself.
Located in the Kansas City metro area, Miami County has significant
transportation and warehousing opportunities. There are various supply
opportunities in the region as it relates to supporting the other
target industries. Focus should be on further cultivating clusters in these
and leveraging downstream opportunities.
Miami County has shown growth in many of the professional services
subsectors, and the universities out of the greater Kansas City metro area
provide a robust talent pipeline for companies in these industries to draw
from. While many companies in this industry may locate directly in Kansas
for the immediate availability of talent, the wage cost structure provides
County a business case to compete for these industries. Focus should be
recruiting these types of functions as they relate to other target industries,
with the goal of diversifying the region’s economy.
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State Job Posting Trends:
Target Industries
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State Job Postings Trends: Target Industries
BACKGROUND/METHODOLOGY
At the state level, current job posting statistics are available for industries at the 3-4-digit level of analysis. To grasp the current state of
industries in Miami County’s Target Industries, Ady Advantage began with a macro view of the Kansas job postings data on the following
industries that align with Miami County’s target industries:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Animal Production and Aquaculture
Chemical Manufacturing
Computer and Electron Product Manufacturing
Crop Production
Electrical Equipment, Appliance, and Component Manufacturing
Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing
Food Manufacturing
Machinery Manufacturing
Primary Metal Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Rail Transportation
Support Activities for Agriculture
Truck Transportation
Support Activities for Transportation
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State Job Postings Trends: Target Industries
KEY TAKEAWAYS
While the gap has been exacerbated by the current crisis, job postings have been decreasing since August, a few months before the
COVID-19 crisis had hit the United States, and by extension the Miami County region.
While job growth has been negative for roughly half of the top industries in the Miami County Target Industry scope, there are several that
have actually experienced an increase in job demand over the past month:
• Truck Transportation
• Chemical Manufacturing
• Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing
• Electrical Equipment, Appliance, and Component Manufacturing
• Support Activities for Agriculture and Forestry.
While most industries have declined in job postings over the past month, several have still grown over the past year:
• Accountants and Auditors
• Computer User Support Specialists
• Customer Service Representatives
• Network and Computer Systems Administrators
• Maintenance and Repair Workers.
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State Job Postings Trends: Target Industries
KANSAS JOB POSTING TRENDS FOR TARGET INDUSTRIES
Compared to last year, job postings in the following industries have trended generally downward, while last year at the same time these
industries were trending up. Positively, postings have increased since February.
Overall job posting growth is displayed by the bar on top: from February to March there has been a 0.8+% growth in job postings.
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State Job Postings Trends: Target Industries
TOP INDUSTRIES BY TOTAL POSTINGS
• Some industry clusters are still experiencing strong growth,
including Truck Transportation, Chemical Manufacturing,
Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing, Electrical
Equipment, Appliance, and Component Manufacturing, and
Support Activities for Agriculture and Forestry.
• Half of the industries have witnessed a decrease in job
posting activity over the past month, including the largest
group: Professional Services.
• Three industries have not only experienced growth over the
past month, but in the past year: Chemical Manufacturing,
Electrical Equipment, Appliance, and Component
Manufacturing, and Support Activities for Agriculture and
Forestry.

• While some industries, despite a negative job postings
growth over the past month, have grown in job postings
compared to last year: Professional, Scientific, and
Technical Services, Food Manufacturing, and Computer and
Electronic Product Manufacturing.

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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State Job Postings Trends: Target Industries
TOP OCCUPATION BY TOTAL POSTINGS
• Three of the top occupations have experienced growth in job
postings over the past month: Heavy and Tractor-Trailer
Truck Drivers, Software Developers (Applications), and
Computer Occupations.

• While most industries have declined in job postings over the
past month, several have still grown over the past year:
Accountants and Auditors, Computer User Support
Specialists, Customer Service Representatives, Network
and Computer Systems Administrators, and Maintenance
and Repair Workers.
• Demand for Software Developers for Applications has
increased the most by percentage over the past month as
well as the past year.

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Miami County Job Posting Trends:
Target Industries
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: Target Industries
METHODOLOGY
At the county level, job posting trends were collected from January 2020 to March 2020 in the target industries of Miami
County at the 2-Digit NAICS level. To capture the target industries provided at the Target Industry Prioritization section, these
2-Digit NAICS industries were selected:
•
•
•
•

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting
Manufacturing
Transportation and Warehousing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services

The job posting analysis for Miami County Target Industries goes more in-depth than the section report for all industries. This
is to provide more tools and data towards the industries that have a strong presence in the county and are key elements to the
economic success of the region.
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: Target Industries
KEY TAKEAWAYS
Job posting intensity in the county is 4:1, below the national average of 6:1, and slightly below the regional
average of 5:1, indicating that companies in Miami County are not looking to hire employees more aggressively
than the typical region.
Transportation and Warehousing job postings represent most of the job postings in Miami County, but the job
posting intensity in this industry is average with the rest of the state.
Median advertised salary in Miami County is $75,100, which is significantly higher than the national median
household income of $60,300.
Most job listings do not specify the education requirement required for the position. While it may seem
unnecessary depending on the job title, this can impede assessment of whether the regional workforce is
educated enough or qualified for the job postings in the county.
The most in-demand skill/qualification in Miami County is possession of a Commercial Driver’s License (CDL).
While this is a skill/license that is acquired more intentionally, it is also faster to obtain than a four-year degree or
technical school training, as well as very easy to target in head-hunting for resumes.
Distributions companies are Miami County’s most aggressive job posters, providing perhaps an ideal target for
talent recruitment efforts from other industries or regions which may be declining due to the current crisis.
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: Target Industries
MIAMI COUNTY JOB POSTINGS FROM JANUARY TO MARCH 2020
Job posting intensity is slightly below average in the Miami County region, indicating that target industries may not be trying harder than
average to hire workers to support their industries.

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: Target Industries
MIAMI COUNTY JOB POSTINGS FROM JANUARY TO MARCH 2020

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: Target Industries
MIAMI COUNTY JOB POSTINGS FROM JANUARY TO MARCH 2020
TOP POSTED INDUSTRIES
The most aggressive industry in job postings is Transportation and Warehousing, with a 4:1 ratio of job posting intensity and the most
overall postings over the past three months.

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: Target Industries
MIAMI COUNTY JOB POSTINGS FROM JANUARY TO MARCH 2020
UNIQUE JOB POSTINGS IN THE LAST 30 DAYS
Trends show that job postings in 2020 are lower than 2019 trends but have remained relatively level over the last 30 days. While not a
sign of improvement, it is positive to see that job postings have stabilized in Miami County.

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: Target Industries
MIAMI COUNTY JOB POSTINGS FROM JANUARY TO MARCH 2020
EDUCATION & EXPERIENCE BREAKDOWN
Most job postings in Miami County do not specify any education level or experience requirement. This may prevent qualified candidates
from applying to jobs they may not know exist or that they are qualified for.

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: Target Industries
MIAMI COUNTY JOB POSTINGS FROM JANUARY TO MARCH 2020
WHO’S HIRING

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: Target Industries
MIAMI COUNTY JOB POSTINGS FROM JANUARY TO MARCH 2020
TOP CITY POSTINGS

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: Target Industries
MIAMI COUNTY JOB POSTINGS FROM JANUARY TO MARCH 2020
TOP POSTED OCCUPATIONS

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: Target Industries
MIAMI COUNTY JOB POSTINGS FROM JANUARY TO MARCH 2020
TOP POSTED OCCUPATIONS CONTINUED

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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Miami County Job Posting Trends: Target Industries
MIAMI COUNTY JOB POSTINGS FROM JANUARY TO MARCH 2020
TOP POSTED JOB TITLES

Source: Emsi, April 2020
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